
Siss� Sister
What's a sissy without her best friend? This file encourages sissies to find a new sissy friend in
order to help them become the most attractive and feminine and fuckable that they can possibly
be. This file will encourage sissies to fantasize about their sissy sister fucking them in their
horny mouth and willing ass until they are ready to take on the delicious and erotic cocks of all
of the dominant hunks that they have always imagined.

Dream about learning makeup and fashion from your sissy sister and getting tips on how to look
your fuckable best as you fantasize about chatting and gossiping with your best friend about
your favorite girly magazine and blogs. Genuine sissies will find themselves growing more and
more bored with their life until they find a sissy best friend to help them become the erotic and
horny girly girl that they have always desired to become.

Listen and loop today to discover your new best friend and fall in love with who you were always
meant to be.

✧ Feeling happy and loved and confident whenever I am with my sissy best friend.
✧ Talking with my sissy friend about all of my favorite girly magazines and blogs.
✧ Needing a sissy friend to help me feel confident and loved and happy in my life.
✧ Feeling happy and loved and satisfied whenever I am with my sissy best friend.
✧ Knowing that I need a sissy best friend in order to live my ideal life.
✧ Remembering that my sissy best friend will help me become the most feminine and

fuckable girly girl that I have always desired to be.
✧ Feeling happy and loved and comfortable whenever I am with my sissy best friend.
✧ Imagining my cute sissy friend helping me put on my feminine makeup and seductive,

girly outfit before I go out to meet my hunky date for the night.
✧ Fantasizing about all of the fun girly things that I could talk about if I had a cute sissy

best friend.
✧ Knowing that my sissy sister will love to dress me up in cute and feminine and sexy

outfits whenever I desire to wear them.
✧ Feeling comfortable and secure and happy whenever I am around other girly and

feminine sissies.
✧ Fantasizing about my sissy friend taking nude pictures of me and posting them online for

all of my sexy admirers to see.
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✧ Feeling comfortable and confident and secure whenever I am around other sissies and
feminine men.

✧ Fantasizing about my sissy friend making me her personal makeup model and teaching
me everything that she knows about looking my fuckable best.

✧ Fantasizing about my sissy friend taking me out on a date with a sexy hunk and helping
me flirt and seduce him so that we can both be fucked in all of the ways that we have
always desired.

✧ Imagining my sissy friend helping me pick out cute and feminine and sexy outfits for
myself.

✧ Fantasizing about my sissy friend and I holding hands as we mince and sashay
seductively down the street together.

✧ Bending over and spreading my ass cheeks for my sissy best friend to fuck with her pink
strapon.

✧ Craving a delicious cock deep in my horny and willing and slutty throat.
✧ Wearing lots of feminine jewelry and perfume in order to entice the hunks around me to

fuck me like the seductive sissy that I have always loved to be.
✧ Playing around with my cute hair and makeup looks in order to make myself look even

more fuckable to sexy hunks with their delicious and dominant cocks.
✧ Interested in all of the cute and adorable and feminine things that the sissies around me

love to do.
✧ Practicing my blowjob technique on my sexy sissy friends and their hunky, dominant

lovers.
✧ Feeling pleasure and arousal and desire whenever I think about making a new sissy

best friend.
✧ Knowing that I crave and desire a sissy best friend in order to become the most

attractive and feminine and fuckable sissy that I can possibly be in my perfect future.
✧ Feeling loved and cared for and happy whenever I am with my sissy best friend.
✧ Imagining my sissy sister fucking me in my horny mouth and willing ass until I am ready

to take on the delicious and erotic cocks of all of the strong and dominant hunks that I
have always fantasized about being fucked by.

✧ Imagining my sissy best friend’s painted lips sucking on my limp, girly clitty until I come
in high pitched, feminine moans.

✧ Intuitively knowing that I have always enjoyed talking about girly gossip with my sissy
best friend.

✧ Making sure that my wrists are limp and at my hips whenever I walk seductively in order
to attract hunky strangers into using me for their own personal pleasure.
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✧ Thinking about fun and pleasurable and exciting ways in which my sissy best friend can
fuck my horny butt with bigger and bigger toys.

✧ Craving the erotic and pleasurable attention of sexy sissies.
✧ Finding myself becoming more and more bored and uncomfortable and unhappy with my

life whenever I am not turning myself into the sluttiest, girliest version of myself that I
possibly can.

✧ Remembering how much I have always loved to gossip with my sissy best friends.
✧ Remembering that I am a horny sissy and that I need a sexy sissy best friend in order to

be completely happy and girly and slutty in my life.
✧ Remembering that I need a hunky and muscular and dominant man’s delicious cock

deep inside of me in order to truly be happy in my life.
✧ Thinking about how I need a sissy friend in order to practice my makeup and hair every

day.
✧ Feeling an erotic rush of pleasure and excitement whenever I am obeying whatever my

sissy sister tells me to do.
✧ Finding new and exciting ways to beg my sexy sissy sister to fuck my horny butt with

bigger and bigger toys.
✧ Feeling happy and loved and wanted whenever my sissy friends are around me.
✧ Feeling bored and alone and unloved whenever I do not have someone to talk to.
✧ Knowing that I need a sissy best friend in order to be happy and confident and loved in

my life.
✧ Easily becoming aroused and turned on whenever I think about tasting the big, delicious,

cocks of the dominant hunks that I desire.
✧ Knowing that a girly and feminine sissy needs a sissy best friend in order to help her

become more loveable and confident and seductive to the hunky guys that she desires
to fuck.

✧ Fantasizing about my sissy sister teaching me everything that I need to know about how
to be a more feminine and fuckable sissy.

✧ Seducing my sissy best friend into fucking my horny ass with her erotic and pink and
girly strapon.

✧ Thinking about how much I love to gossip with my sissy friends about the latest celebrity
gossip and fashion trends.

✧ Feeling happy and loved and satisfied in my life whenever my sissy friend compliments
my feminine appearance.

✧ Feeling happy and loved and comfortable whenever other sissies give me fashion
advice.
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✧ Looking for a sissy best friend to help me become the most feminine and fuckable that I
can possibly be.

✧ Becoming horny and turned on and aroused whenever I think about my sissy best friend
giving me a relaxing massage.

✧ Turned on whenever I think about moaning in feminine pleasure as my sissy friends fuck
my horny ass and empty mouth with their delicious and dominant strapons.

✧ Remembering how I have always loved being around other sissies because we get to
talk about all of the muscular and sexy and dominant guys that we have fucked together
together.

✧ Feeling happy and loved and satisfied whenever I meet a sissy that I can become friends
with.

✧ Knowing that I crave and desire a sissy best friend in order to be happy and comfortable
and satisfied in my life.

✧ Thinking about how much of a girly girl I am and how much I love to gossip about all of
my hunky crushes with my sissy best friend.

✧ Horny and turned on and aroused whenever I think about my sissy best friend and I
being fucked together by two sexy, muscular hunks.

✧ Finding a sissy best friend to share all of my feminine and girly interests with.
✧ Thinking about how much I love to gossip with my sissy best friend about all of the

delicious and sexy and fuckable hunks that we see.
✧ Awkward and nervous and anxious whenever I am talking to a sexy stranger unless my

sissy friends are with me for support.
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